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Dick Stainy: Let the original Sleepers be buried! I personally don’t want to see a bunch of clueless
fuckwads...
Peter Rocco: Hey, this is Pete. Luke Palladino is my uncle. He still plays bass and alot of guitar, recently 
starting...
Lil QueenieWitherspoon Enholm: I was the wife of Shane Enholm forever soulmate always in allways M
susan yarborough bolash: Wow…so good to know that you guys are still getting props for this album! I went
to...
Gasiorowski: Just a buncha junkies… .
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Word of the Day

This Day in History

Article of the Day

Todays Birthday

overabundance

Definition: (noun) A going or being beyond what is needed, desired, or appropriate.

Synonyms:overmuch, overmuchness, superabundance

Usage:Four-year-olds have an overabundance of energy and quickly exhaust even the most active, fit adults.

Free content provided by The Free Dictionary

Feudalism Abolished in France (1789)
Less than a month after the storming of the Bastille, the National Assembly held a meeting in which the 
nobles and clergy, driven partly by fear and partly by an outburst of idealism, relinquished their manorial 
rights. In the course of a few hours, nobles, clergy, towns, provinces, companies, and cities lost their 

special privileges. Shortly afterward, the Assembly adopted the Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen. After what 
US document did the Assembly model this declaration? More...

Free content provided by The Free Dictionary

Naga Jolokia
Ominously known as the "ghost chili" or "poison chili," the naga jolokia is the hottest chili pepper in the 
world, as certified by Guinness World Records in 2007. Originally grown in northeastern India and 
Bangladesh, the naga jolokia has measured over 1,000,000 on the Scoville scale, a system developed to 
measure the "hotness" or piquancy of chili peppers. In comparison, jalapeño peppers range from 2,500 to
8,000. Where does pepper spray rank on the Scoville scale? More...

Free content provided by The Free Dictionary
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Quotation of the Day

In the News

Sponsors

Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792)
Shelley was an English Romantic poet who is widely considered to be among the finest lyric poets in the 
English language. He studied at Oxford, where his collaboration on the pamphlet The Necessity of Atheism
led to his expulsion. He married Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin, now famed as Mary Shelley, after his first 
wife drowned herself in 1816. Shelley himself drowned on July 8, 1822. Why do some think his death was 
not accidental? More...

Free content provided by The Free Dictionary

Now, here you see, it takes all the running you can do, to keep in the same place. If you want to get 
somewhere else, you must run at least twice as fast as that!
Lewis Carroll
(1832-1898)

Free content provided by The Free Dictionary

Texting Can Be Dangerous for Your Health
According to emergency room doctors, the widespread practice of multitasking can be particularly 
dangerous, especially when text messaging is involved. Text-messaging pedestrians, bikers, rollerbladers, 
and motorists are becoming more frequent emergency room patients, suffering sprains, cuts, bruises, and 
occasionally more serious injuries after bumping into lampposts, street signs, and walls and tripping over 
curbs. On a few occasions, pedestrians crossing the street while texting have been struck and killed by 

passing cars. The American College of Emergency Physicians is now warning people to text responsibly and pay attention 
to their surroundings. More ...

Free content provided by The Free Dictionary
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Tad - Busted Circuits and Ringing Ears DVD
Posted by: MXV
Under: Reviews
28 Jul 2008

Tad - Busted Circuits and Ringing Ears DVD
MVD Visual

During the Sub Pop/Grunge Years in the early 1990s while bands like Nirvana, Soundgarden and Mudhoney were getting
a large share of the attention there was a very large individual by the name of Tad Doyle who was making every bit as
much noise as those bands, and often times more and better. He started out by doing a 7″ by himself and then formed a
full band under the name Tad. Both Tad the man and Tad the band was a powerful musical force that should have made a
much bigger splash than they actually did. If you haven’t heard Tad before, do yourself a favor and track down the song
“Axe to Grind” from the Salt Lick EP as it stands as one of the best things ever recorded on the Sub Pop label back then.
The how and why Tad didn’t leave a bigger mark on musical history is the subject of this DVD.

Busted Circuits and Ringing Ears tells the full story of Tad the band, from its start as a lone man with the same name who
recorded a 7″ for Sub Pop to how it evolved into the full band who went on to put out a handful of really good records that
didn’t always get the recognition they deserved. It is told through recent interviews with the members themselves as well
as people who were involved with the scene at the time such as Bruce Pavitt and Jonathon Ponnemon of Sub Pop
Records, Mark Arm from Mudhoney, Kim Thayil of Soundgarden and many others. It covers everything including the
legal troubles over record covers, band members leaving, the band moving on to major labels, drug use and the eventual
demise of the band. I learned a hell of a lot about the band watching this documentary and the pacing and content were
perfect from start to finish. I was literally so enthralled with this thing I did not leave my couch for the full 90 mins it was
on. Not only do you get a rich history of the band but you learned a lot about how things worked at Sub Pop at the time
too which was equally fascinating as at that time I was buying everything the label was releasing and going to see those
bands play all the time. It was one of the best put-together documentaries I’ve come across in awhile now, so much so that
it would be an interesting watch to someone who doesn’t even know who Tad is.

The video is presenting in letterbox (non-anamorphic) widescreen. The audio was 5.1 surround. The mix of music and 
interviews was really well done and not once did I feel the need to adjust the volume for different segments of the film. 
Bonus material is comprised of five music videos that span nearly the entire career of the band.
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Having been a fan for awhile of Tad when they were on Sub Pop, but then losing track of them around the time they
moved onto major labels, I found this documentary to be a great way to remember the past and learn what I missed when I
let it get away from me. It makes me want to go back and get the rest of the Tad records I overlooked and I have a much
greater appreciation for the man and the band. I’ll easily be re-watching this on a regular basis and showing it to my
friends. The people responsible should be proud of the fine documentary they’ve put together.

Related links:

order the DVD from amazon.com

Tad official myspace page

MVD Visual
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